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Abstract

In this work we present an unified frame
for temporal logic that allows us to con-
sider

• discrete time and continuous time,
• points and intervals jointly, and
• the absolute and relative approaches.

in an adequate way for computing. This
unified frame is built up from a new kind of
semantics that we introduce in this work:
the topological semantics, which avoids the
use of first order logic as the base of the
semantics and allows to develop natural
connectives that relates to common prop-
erties in real systems.
We present a point logic over discrete time
(the LN logic [5]), a point logic over con-
tinuous time (the IRLN logic [7]), and an
interval-point logic over discrete time (the
LNint logic [13]).
Key words: Temporal logic and ontolo-
gies, continuous and discrete time, point
and interval logics, semantics, absolute
and relative approaches.

1 Introduction

The introduction of special temporal connectives is
considered very useful for several applications in
Computer Science. To give a formal account in these
applications of the intended meanings of the connec-
tives, first order logic is used as a model theory. In
our opinion, this approach implies several difficulties:

• It obscures the nature of the time that we have
in mind (and therefore the intuitive meaning of
the connectives).

• It makes difficult to consider approaches that
treat points and intervals jointly and to combine
absolute and relative temporal information.

∗This work has been partially supported by CICYT
project TIC94-0847-C02-02.

• Furthermore, it renders difficult the proof of the
validity of the formulas and the search for natu-
ral and efficient proof systems for temporal log-
ics (particularly, it is difficult to build automatic
theorem provers that reflect the semantics and
that allow model generation).

Because of the previously mentioned shortcomings,
we introduce a new semantics, which we call topolog-
ical semantics because it reflects the topology of the
flow of time.

Using this common semantic framework, we in-
troduce a point logic over discrete time (the LN
logic [5]), a point logic over continuous time (the
IRLN logic [7]), and an interval-point logic over dis-
crete time (the LNint logic [13]).

The connectives introduced in these logics consider
the fact that every application of the temporal logic
in Computer Science is intrinsically concerned with
the possibility of testing the first (last) occurrence of
an event after (before) the instant in which we are
speaking—or executing. So, they reflect the relations
of precedence, posteriority and simultaneity.

The well-behavior of our semantic approach has
been shown in the proof of the Separation Theorem
for LN [5] and in the design of efficient and paral-
lel automatic theorem provers for several systems in
temporal logics [6].

2 The LN Logic
The LN logic is a linear temporal logic over discrete
time. Its well formed formulas are built on the fol-
lowing alphabet

• An enumerable set Ω of atoms.
• The usual classical connectives ¬,∧,∨.
• The temporal connectives �,�.
The well formed formulas (wffs) of LN are induc-

tively defined as follows:
• An atomic p ∈ Ω is a wff.
• Let A and B be wffs, then ¬A, A ∧ B, A ∨ B,
A → B, A � B and A � B are wffs.

A � B is read as sometime in the future A, and the
next occurrence of A will be before or simulta-
neous with the next occurrence of B.



      

A � B is read as sometime in the past A occurred,
and the last occurrence of A was after or simul-
taneous with the last occurrence of B.

Topological semantics of LN
We define a topological semantics for LN consider-
ing (ZZ,�) as the flow of time, where ZZ is the set of
integer numbers with the smaller than relation.

The key concepts of this approach reflect the well
order of ZZ and are the m+

tA and m−
tA defined below:

Definition 1: Given a temporal formula A and an
instant of time t ∈ ZZ, we define

m+
tA = min{t′ ∈ ZZ | t′ > t and A is true at t′}

m−
tA = max{t′ ∈ ZZ | t′ < t and A is true at t′}

We will convey that min ∅ = +∞ and that
max ∅ = −∞, and we shall consider the smaller than
relation extended as usual to ZZ∪{+∞} ∪ {−∞}.

These concepts represent the first instant after t
in which A is true (m+

tA) and the last instant before
t in which A was true (m−

tA). This is why this logic
is called LN (Last-Next). m+

tA and m−
tA are powerful

tools to obtain the desired advantages: to give the
interpretation for the temporal connectives of LN in
such a way that directly reflects their intuitive mean-
ing and to facilitates the use of temporal logic in ap-
plications.

Definition 2: We define a temporal interpretation
for LN to be a function that associates with each atom
p ∈ Ω, a subset h(p) of ZZ:

h: Ω −→ 2ZZ

Informally, h(p) is to be thought of as the set of
time points t ∈ ZZ at which p is true.

The function h can be extended to any wff of LN
as follows:

1. h(¬A) = ZZ \h(A)
2. h(A∨B) = h(A)∪h(B); h(A∧B) = h(A)∩h(B)

3. h(A → B) =
(
ZZ \h(A)

)
∪ h(B)

4. h(A � B) = {t ∈ ZZ | m+
tA < +∞ and

m+
tA ≤ m+

tB}
5. h(A � B) = {t ∈ ZZ | m−

tA > −∞ and
m−

tA ≥ m−
tB}

where:
m+

tA = min
(
(t,+∞) ∩ h(A)

)
m−

tA = max
(
−∞, t) ∩ h(A)

)

Definition 3: A formula A in LN is valid in a tem-
poral interpretation h, denoted |=h A, if h(A) = ZZ.
A formula A is called valid, denoted |= A, if |=h A
for all interpretations h. The formulas A and B are
called equivalent, denoted A ≡ B, if A ≡h B for any
interpretation h.

Theorem 1 The logics LN is expressively complete
over linear discrete time [5].

This primitive system allows us to derive other
connectives which reflect other precedence situations
and simultaneity (we present in the table 1 only the
future connectives).

3 The IRLN Logic

The choice of a discrete time or a continuous time
temporal logic depends on the particular problem
we are dealing with. Since most of these problems
are tractable with temporal logics over discrete time,
most of the temporal logics have a discrete flow of
time [1], [8]. Nevertheless, in our opinion, the tempo-
ral logics over continuous time may not be rejected.
In fact we may cite some authors that confirm this
assertion: [4], [17], [9], in these works temporal logics
over continuous time are presented, and their utility
is discussed.

The extension we propose is a further step in the
sense that we look for a natural extension of the LN
logic to continuous time (the IRLN Logic); i.e., we
want a temporal logic over continuous time that veri-
fies the properties of LN: to have natural connectives
for specifications and to avoid the use of first order
logic in the semantics.

In particular, we think that IRLN is suitable for
the specification of the so called reactive systems.
These are systems that continuously interact with
their environment. For instance almost all concur-
rent, distributed or embedded systems are reactive.
In the reactive systems, a non-trivial mixture of dis-
crete (program-like) and continuous (environment-
like) components are allowed. There are some works
saying that the temporal logics over continuous time
and the reactive systems are good partners. ([14] is
a pioneer in this area)

Finally, we may say that there are reactive systems
that have some asynchronous components, and in this
situation, the change of state does not occur with the
ticks of a global clock (the non-negative integer IN);
so, we will need a dense and continuous set to model
the flow of time (the real number set IR).

3.1 Syntax of IRLN

The well formed formulas of IRLN are built on the
following alphabet

• An enumerable set of atoms, Ω and the usual
classical connectives : ¬,∧,∨ and →.

• A set of symbols of temporal connectives, CT ,
whose elements will be discussed in the rest of
this section.

Once the CT set was introduced, the wffs are defined
like those presented for LN.



    

Connective Description Definition Semantics
A ≺ B strong strict precedence A � B ∧ ¬(B � A) m+

tA < m+
tB

A ≈+ B strong simultaneity A � B ∧B � A m+
tA = m+

tB < +∞
A � B weak strict precedence ¬(B � A) m+

tA < m+
tB or m+

tB = +∞
A � B weak wide precedence ¬(B ≺ A) m+

tA � m+
tB

A =+ B weak simultaneity A � B ∧B � A m+
tA = m+

tB

Table 1: Derived connectives in LN

Topological semantics of IRLN
The topological semantics of IRLN is the natural ex-
tension of the topological semantics of LN.

We consider (IR,�) as the time flow, where IR rep-
resents the set of real numbers and � is the smaller
than or equal to relation.

The tools m+ and m− of LN must be fitted to the
topology of IR:

For any wff A and any t ∈ IR we define:
i+tA = Inf{t′ ∈ IR | t′ � t and A is true at t′ }
i−tA = Sup{t′ ∈ IR | t′ � t and A is true at t′ }

We extend as usual the smaller than or equal to
relation to the set IR∪{−∞,+∞}. If A is true at i+tA
and i+tA �= t, then we denote it as m+

tA (it is a max-
imum). Analogously, if A is true at i−tA and i−tA �= t,
then we denote it as m−

tA (it is a minimum).

This distinction is not only a theoretical con-
straint, it is a method that represents all the situa-
tions in which a statement might occur in real appli-
cations. In our opinion, this distinction is fundamen-
tal to applications of temporal logic because we need
to represent naturally all the many different patterns
of the occurrences of the statements in time and it al-
lows to specify environment facts and program facts
in reactive systems.

Definition 4: We define a temporal interpretation
of IRLN to be a function, hIR, that associates each
atom, p ∈ Ω, to a subset hIR(p) of IR: hIR: Ω −→ 2IR

The extension of hIR to any wff will be defined when
we introduce C.

3.2 Choosing Temporal Connectives
3.2.1 Monary Connectives

As we have mentioned above, we need to specify
naturally both the internal programs facts and the
external environmental facts. Thus, we need monary
temporal connectives which adequately reflect both
modes of occurrences of an event, this is, the con-
nectives included in the table 2 (we present only the
future connectives).
where: i+tA = inf

(
(t,+∞) ∩ hIR(A)

)
and if i+tA ∈

hIR(A), then we note m+
tA.

The past connectives are defined in the same way
using the topological past-tools i−tA and m−

tA. From

now on, we will only introduce the future-related com-
ponents of our temporal logic.

3.3 Several Systems of Connectives for
IRLN

We present here three equivalent systems which are
fully expressive.

System 1
The philosophy of this system is to extend directly

the primitive system of LN: {�,�} (see table 3).
The connective � is a very strong connective of

non-strict precedence. This name reflects the fact that
when we affirm A � B we force the existence of the
first future occurrence of A.

We look for a fully expressive set CT for IRLN.
Therefore, we need a weak monary connective. So,
together with �, we include a monary connective [7].
The set is now defined as follows:
C1
T = {�, �, Ac+, Ac−}

Nevertheless, C1
T does not reflect the simple and

transparent behavior that it had in LN specifications:
1. There are some precedence situations in the real

world that are not directly covered with this
too strong precedence. (If we are not able to
determine a first instant on which a proposition
will occur. Examples are showed in [7]).

2. The precedence and simultaneity connectives do
not match properly. (For example, the seman-
tics of ¬(A � B) does not render any connec-
tives of precedence).

This system is a good step in our development, but
it is not the end of the road.

System 2
To avoid these problems, we consider a new binary

connective which reflects directly the precedence re-
lation on the real line. The connective is shown in
the table 4.

This connective does not require any monary con-
nective to have full expressive power because in their
definition the precedence connectives implicitly in-
clude the two ways of occurrences. So, the set C2

T
is now {�,�}.

We may do the following criticism for this system:
the precedence and simultaneity connectives match



     

Connective Meaning Definition
Ac+(A) A in the future A will be true at instants ar-

bitrarily close
hIR(Ac+(A)) = {t ∈ IR | i+tA = t}

Al+(A) in the future there will be a first accessible in-
stant at which A will be true

hIR
(
Al+(A)

)
= {t ∈ IR | m+

tA exists }

Table 2: Monary connectives of IRLN

Connective Meaning Definition
A � B in the future there will be a first instant at

which A will be true, and it will take place be-
fore or simultaneously with any future occur-
rence of B

hIR(A � B) = {t ∈ IR | m+
tA � i+tB}

Table 3: System 1 of IRLN

perfectly because they reflect the precedence and si-
multaneity relation over the real numbers. Neverthe-
less, it does not seem too adequate for real applica-
tions.

System 3

In practice, when we reason over continuous time,
it is impossible to determine towards the future, when
we will reach the instant at which A will happen or
the instant at which occurrences of A will accumulate
and this limits our reasoning. Therefore, to apply
temporal logic over continuous time we must identify
both situations. This is our new starting point to
seek the appropriate system of connectives.

In opposition to system 1, the lack of expressive-
ness for this system is due to the strong character.
So, we need the monary connective Al+ and the set
C3
T is now {Al+, Al−,�−,�−} (see table 5).

In our opinion, we have successfully concluded our
search for a system of connectives that covers suffi-
ciently our objective. We may summarize its advan-
tages below:

1. C3
T has temporal connectives that naturally cor-

respond to the different interpretations that
represent properties of interest in real systems.

2. The situations reflected by the connectives are
translated easily to order relations between in-
stants of IR. In particular ¬(A �− B) = B � A.

3. IRLN is appropriate for applications that re-
quire both program and environmental events
to be integrated in the specification.

4. IRLN permits the successful extension of the
automated theorem prove methods used in [2]
and [6] for propositional classical logic and tem-
poral logic respectively.

3.3.1 Other derivable connectives
All of these systems allow us to define simultane-

ity and severe precedence connectives as naturally as
LN permits. In fact, we can present two definition
schemata to introduce this kind of connectives. Each
one of these new connectives has the character of the
connective used to define it. The schemata are:

A = B
def= A � B ∧B � A

A < B
def= A�B ∧ ¬(A = B)

Where = represent simultaneity, < represent strict
precedence and � ∈ {�,�,�−}, � ∈ {�,�−}. (The
strict precedence connective corresponding to � is
only a bit more complex because it must consider
the Ac+ connective in its definition).

4 A point-interval logic

In this section we present a logic with which we pre-
tend to combine different approaches found in the
literature and that we consider artificially opposed.
Firstly, we may refer the classical discussion between
points and intervals. Until now, temporal logic of
points has been the most commonly used in computer
applications and there are many results and different
implementations. Nevertheless, recently we have seen
an increasing tendency to work with interval-based
temporal logics because they appear to be more ad-
equate for reasoning about change, for temporal rea-
soning in general, for scheduling and planning or for
natural language processing. A point-based tempo-
ral logic has several advantages, perhaps the most
important is that it inherits the well-demonstrated
good computational behavior of point algebra ([16]).

On the other hand, when we begin the develop-
ment of a temporal logic, we have to decide if we
will treat time in an absolute or relative way. The



      

Connective Meaning Definition
A � B if in the future B will occur, then there hIR(A � B) = {t ∈ IR | i+tB = +∞}∪

will be an occurrence of A before or simul-
taneously with any occurrence of B

{t ∈ IR | m+
tA � i+tB} ∪ {t ∈ IR | i+tA < i+tB}

Table 4: System 2 of IRLN

Connective Meaning Definition
A �− B if in the future B will occur, then there will be

occurrences of A before any occurrence of B,
or it will be indeterminate if A precedes B or
B precedes A

hIR(A �− B) = {t ∈ IR | i+tA � i+tB}

Table 5: System 3 of IRLN

absolute approach involves treating temporal asser-
tions according to the date in which they occur as,
for example, in the logics proposed by McDermott
[11] and Allen [3]. This approach is typically fol-
lowed by reified logics and logics with temporal ar-
guments. On the other hand, when we consider rela-
tivity, time is not absolutely defined, but the passage
of time is marked by occurrences. Most modal logics,
like the USF logic [8], Tempura [12], or that proposed
by Halpern and Shoham [10] adopt this relative ap-
proach.

However, we conclude that we really did not have
to choose between one kind of temporal logic or an-
other because, in practice, each or both logical forms
can satisfy naturally the needs of the application we
have in mind.

Our approach is to have a logic that treats points
and intervals jointly, which allows both a relative and
an absolute treatment of time.

4.1 The Logic LNint

LNint is a modal temporal logic for handling points
and intervals. At the syntactic level, we begin consid-
ering two components, one to collect assertions about:
points, points that belong to intervals and dates; and
other collecting events. We use atomic events in a
similar sense to that used by Allen, i.e., expressions
about intervals which are true neither at the subin-
tervals nor, more specifically, at the points of the in-
terval over which the expression is affirmed. These
initial components, although separated at first, will
be extended later to collect mixed concepts, to reach
finally a perfect semantic cohabitation. This cohabi-
tation takes shape in the following idea: we talk about
points or intervals in LNint, but we are always in
an (evaluation) point, the current instant or present.
Later, we abstract this instant. In this way, we can
avoid the ambiguous concept of the current interval
that the interval modal logics impose. The concept
of current interval is not very intuitive and less com-

putationally manageable and appropriate.
LNint permits a good absolute treatment of time

and to handle points and intervals (when needed) like
temporal logics with temporal arguments, or like rei-
fied logics. In this way, we obtain a mixture of the
absolute and relative approaches to the treatment of
time.

The time flow in LNint is (T,+,≤) isomorphic to
(ZZ,≤,+).

4.1.1 Syntax of LNint
The construction of the language of LNint starts

considering three sets of atoms:
• The set Ωp = {p, q, . . . , p1, q1, . . . , pn, qn, . . .} of

point atoms that formalize statements whose
executions take place in an instant (hereditary
formulas of Shoham [15]).

• The set T = {t | t ∈ T} of date atoms, used to
name instants.

• The set Ωint = {α, β, . . . , α1, β1, . . . , αn, βn, . . .}
of atomic events.

Afterwards we define three sublanguages, each one
gathering different expressions:

I) The “events language” Lint, in which we treat
event expressions.
Lint is the inductive closure of Ωint under the
boolean connectives, the monary temporal con-
nectives 〈ab+〉, 〈ab−〉, 〈beg〉, 〈b̂eg〉,〈end〉, 〈ênd〉,
and the absolute connective [m,n].
These six unary connectives are sufficient to ex-
press any temporal relation between two inter-
vals [15]. The absolute connective allows us to
name dated intervals.

II) The “points language” Lp, in which we treat
point expressions.
Lp is based on the language of the LN logic,
extended to talk about dates. So we add to the
alphabet of LN the elements of T .



     

In Lp we can define an absolute connective that
links a point formula and a date:

A at m = (A ∧m) ∨A atnext m ∨A atlast m

This connective tells us if a formula A is true
at a given instant m; it is independent of the
instant in which we are located, i.e., we deliber-
ately ignore the current instant.

III) The “points and events language” L̂p. To avoid
the intrinsic use of the interval language, we
need to extend Lp to treat the events by us-
ing points. Of course, although it is true that
events in themselves have no sense in the points
of the interval over which we affirm them, it is
also true that every event must have a start in-
stant and an end instant, and must take place at
every point between them. So we can now char-
acterize events by means of these points. They
are formalized in the extension of Lp which we
denote as L̂p in which we define for each atomic
event α ∈ Ωint, ↑α, ↓α and −→α to denote the
starting instant, the ending instant and a course
instant, respectively.
Then we define ΩI

p as follows:

ΩI
p = Ωp ∪ T ∪ {�,⊥} ∪ {↑α, ↓α,−→α | α ∈ Ωint}

We define L̂p as the inductive closure of ΩI
p un-

der the boolean connectives, � and �.

Finally we extend the definition (in L̂p) of the
start instant, the end instant and the course to
the well-formed formulas of Lint. This facilitates
the effective manipulation of any event based on
its start and end instants.

The language L of LNint.
To establish the final language, L, of LNint, we

define a translation function Tr from Lint to L̂p as
follows:

Tr : Lint → L̂p

where Tr(A) =↑A ∨ −→A∨ ↓A.

With this function we have available “point versions”
of the formulas of Lint, and then we can treat events
adequately in terms of points.

Now, we define L adding to the language L̂p the
following defined formulas:

A =def Tr(A) for all formula A ∈ Lint

We can define in L the desired connective to
achieve an absolute temporal treatment of events: if
A is a well-formed formula in the sub-language Lint,
we define

A atI [m,n] = (↑A∧ ↓A ≈+ n) at m

A atI [m,n] is read as the event A occurs exactly
in the interval [m, n].

4.1.2 Semantics of LNint
Since all the expressions of L are really point ex-

pressions, the semantics is basically the topological
semantics of the logic LN. The only difference is that
the temporal interpretations must satisfy some nat-
ural requirements to give coherent truth values to
the dates and to the start, end and course points of
atomic events. For example, two of the requirements
are:

h(t) = {t}, for all t ∈ T

h(↑ α)∩h(↓ α) = h(↑ α)∩h(−→α ) = h(↓ α)∩h(−→α ) = ∅
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